How to install your LED bubble wands
1. The plug in power supply transformer is not waterproof – this must be mounted so that it cannot
fall into the aquarium or be splashed by water. Both the air pump and bubble wand cables must be
installed with a drip loop to prevent any water running down the cables into the plug socket (see
image below).

2. The LED bubble wands come preassembled; select the right size air pump (refer to the product
packaging) and connect to the air pump using standard aquarium airline (both sold separately) –
push fit airline on to the flexible airline inlet (see below). Then place the bubble wand into the
aquarium in the desired location.
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Top tip: the flexible design allows it to be bent around décor, plants or rocks.
The flexible LED wand is also specially weighted so it can be positioned on the bottom of the
aquarium, alternatively it can be attached to the aquarium glass by using the suckers supplied.
Top tip: to optimise adhesion clean the glass before applying the sucker.
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Maintenance
 When the bubble output drops clean the bubble wand. Switch the air pump off and remove
the bubble wand from the aquarium – wipe off any dirt, algae or mineral deposits around
the LEDs and airline with a damp cloth. Do not use cleaning agents that could enter the
aquarium and harm your livestock.
 Leave the flexible airline to dry over night before repeating the cleaning process, then
reinstall back into the aquarium. Failure to do this may impact the life span of the air pump
diaphragm because of a build-up of back pressure from a blocked airline.
 The flexible airline will eventually block totally and need replacing, spares airlines are
available at all good aquatic retailers see Interpet spare codes below.
 Also suckers will eventually lose their flexibility, when this happens they should be replaced,
see spare codes below.
Top tip: Refer to the air pumps manufacturer’s instructions for annual maintenance and correct
use.
Spares
Product Spare
Code
6.2" (160mm) Flexible Airline

3514

13.4" (340mm) Flexible Airline

3515

20.5" (520mm) Flexible Airline

3516

Bubble Wand Sucker Set

3517

Important information
 This unit is for indoor use only – do not use outside.
 Do not use this unit if the cable or transformer plug are damaged or appear to be
malfunctioning.
 Do not use this unit if the transformer plug gets wet.
 Dispose of responsibly following instructions from your local authority.
Guarantee
This product is guaranteed against defects in Material and workmanship for 12 months from the
date of purchase, under normal usage.
The GUARANTEE DOES NOT APPLY in case of improper use, negligence, lack of maintenance or
accidental damage. This guarantee does not cover the suckers or flexible airline which are
replaceable parts (see spares above.) If the LED fails due to a manufacturing fault within this period
it will either be replaced free of charge or repaired. Liability is limited to replacement of the faulty
product only no other costs will be reimbursed.
This guarantee is not transferable and does not affect your statutory rights. This guarantee does not
confer any rights other than those expressly set out above.

You can help protect the environment. Please remember to respect the local regulations: hand in
non-working electrical equipment to an appropriate waste disposal centre.
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